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« An entertaining and thrilling hour of puppetry 
and physical theatre. »
Katie Mckenzie - Edinburgh Festival Magazine

« Theatre de la Pire Espèce give a surprising 
humanity to a series of inanimate objects. »
Mark Fisher - The Scotsman

« I laughed from beginning to end at the endea-
ring teapots and animated, charismatic perfor-
mers. » 

Rebecca JS Nice - Total Theatre
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LIMERICK POST – January 26, 2017 - Limerick, Ireland
This article is available on the web
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http://www.limerickpost.ie/2017/01/26/shadow-boxing-kitchen-cutlery/
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EDINBURGH FESTIVAL MAGAZINE – August 29th, 2017 - Edinburgh, Scotland
This article is available on the web

Ubu on the Table

Ubu on the Table is an entertaining and thrilling hour of puppetry and physical theatre. As a theatrical take on 
Alfred Jarry’s late nineteenth century tragedy, it’s holds Shakespearean influences and balances out doom with 
perfectly timed humour. 

The performers keep the audience gripped, conveying the story with moments of both intensity and humour 
with just a cast of household items for props. Complex themes and jokes are communicated with ease, and the 
whole performance amplified by the excellent use of set and lighting to communicate a handmade feel.

Ubu on the Table is a show that’s full of energy, and remains gripping and humorous throughout. From the use 
of the props to the hand painted placards, this performance has a rustic charm well worth witnessing.

Words: Katie Mckenzie
Ubu on the Table, Summerhall, Aug 28, 2.35pm
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http://www.edfestmag.com/ubu-on-the-table/
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Theatre review: Ubu On The Table  
MARK FISHER  
Wednesday 24 August 2016  
 
Alfred Jarry’s Ubu Roi is a juvenile parody of Macbeth-style murderous 
excess.  
 
Star rating: ***  
Venue: Summerhall (Venue 26)  
 
It throws a raw, rude and ribald two fingers at the world with a cartoonish swagger. All the more 
fitting, then, that the ascent to power of the tyrannical Ubu should be presented with brash, 
bumptious humour and staged on a table top with the principal characters represented by 
household implements – objects not known for their nuanced characterisation.  
 
With a mixture of casual banter and precise manipulation, Étienne Blanchette and Mathieu 
Gosselin of Montreal’s Théâtre de la Pire Espèce give a surprising humanity to a series of 
inanimate objects. Ubu is a bottle of salad dressing, his wife is a washing-up brush, Captain 
Bordure is a hammer and the forces of opposition are inverted teapots, their lids forming gaping 
smiles.  
 
It could be ruder: apart from an early scene of cork-related fellatio, it is family-friendly stuff that 
has more volume than vulgarity. But it fulfils the promise of its own absurd logic as it builds to 
an over-the-top battle scene involving a fusillade of grape bullets and tomato bombs raining 
down on a ramshackle army of toothbrushes and rusty pizza cutters.  
 
Until 28 August. Today 2:35pm. 
 
Source: http://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle/culture/theatre/theatre-review-ubu-on-the-table-1-
4211270	  

THE SCOTSMAN – August 24, 2016 - Edinburgh, Scotland
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TOTAL THEATRE– August 16th, 2016 - Edinburgh, Scotland
This article is available on the web

Adapted and performed by Olivier Ducas and Francis Monty (Théâtre de la Pire Espèce), Ubu on the Table re-
creates Alfred Jarry’s 19th century farce, Ubu Roi with puppetry, clowning and chaotic kitchen utensils. Two 
messy prop tables that look like something from Kitchen Nightmares frame a central table covered in a black 
table cloth. At each side, two standing lamps with smaller bulbs attached in a ramshackle handmade style focus 
on the empty table where Ducas and Monty welcome us into the space. They bicker over the angle of the light, 
warn us about emergency exits and select an audience member in the front row to watch extra carefully without 
divulging what is going to happen to her during the performance. They do this with an excited tattle and drawn-
out speech where they undermine each other, finish each other’s sentences or create sound effects that have 
the audience warmed and giggling before the show has even started.

There is a good mash-up of love, sauciness and gruesome battles in the narrative which is told using everyday 
kitchen items and utensils who take their turn to be paraded along the table top in true royal fashion. The pair 
waste no time in getting down to business as a  glass dressing jar with a wide bottom and narrow  top, Ubu, is 
kissed frantically until he literally pops his cork by a mop -like washing up brush (his wife) rendering this a strictly 
adult show. There is something slightly weird but truly wonderful in watching kitchen items do the dirty with 
each other in the stylised fashion that Ducas and Monty create with heavy rumbling accents and silly noises.

This adaptation of Ubu Roi (like Jarry’s original) sets the story in Poland. Power, greed and evil actions are sa-
tirised, highlighting the absurdity of Machiavellian style rule often aspired to by those in power. The narrative 
follows a typical journey of usurpation, double-crossing and fighting to maintain power with a healthy dollop of 
sexual antics in the mix. The glass dressing jar, Ubu, overthrows the King of Poland, played by a large teapot, and 
his son, the mini teapot, seeks vengeance and declares war. Captain Bordure, the rigid hammer, is an evil Duke 
who eventually rebels against King Ubu by having raunchy antics with his washing-up-brush wife and going to 
war with an army of forks. The objects are plain and undecorated except for one – the protagonist Ubu, who has 
eyes and a coloured handle for a nose. The inanimate objects are unobtrusive and only become interesting in the 
hands of Ducas and Monty who embody each character from head to toe and whose focus never once flutters 
away from the speaking object and his respective human.  This is a style of puppetry where the expression and 
communication is centered around the puppeteer, both man and object become one; however rather than the 
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http://totaltheatre.org.uk/theatre-de-la-pire-espece-ubu-on-the-table/
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TOTAL THEATRE– August 16th, 2016 - Edinburgh, Scotland
This article is available on the web

human fading into the background these two do quite the opposite. They create a piece on three planes: their 
whooshing sound effects in the background, their speech and embodiment in the position of particular cha-
racters in the mid-plane, and their manipulation of the objects in the foreground. This makes the piece fast 
moving, full of content and constantly engaging.

In a play on the nickname taken from the original title, King Turd, this adaptation takes poo references to the 
extreme, using them as a metaphor for the treatment of society and as literal events in the narrative. When a 
scene is created in the throne room, a red woollen scarf rolls out and trumpet introductory noises, mimicking 
those used to announce entry to a great hall, are repeated between sentences at top speed. This creates the 
most vivid of scenes with minimum objects and decorations. The same scene-setting reoccurs for King Ubu with 
toilet paper rolled out in place of a red carpet in a play on the throne room. Constipation, diarrhoea and gene-
ral guttural functions are a prominent theme in the work taking a large role in the battle of loaves with cutlery 
sticking out of them to help defend his rule.

Once in power, the mop wife spends all of Ubu’s money so they need to kill the Nobles to gain their wealth. A 
brain-zapping machine flies in for a wonderful scene where Noble spoons are catapulted from the ruler towards 
the quivering audience member selected at the start of the show. The conversations, deliberations and tactics 
used but each silver spoon Noble before he is executed are hilarious, the suicide jumps are ridiculously drama-
tic, as is every entry and exit of a character. Corkscrews helicopter in and the Duke gallops, as does his human 
counterpart, in a rigid posture drawn from the characteristic of the hammer.

When Ubu sends a wooden toy pepperpot to spy on the Duke, a tabletop tango emerges between the Duke 
hammer and The Queen washing-up-brush who are sensual, sexy and downright dirty with each other, mir-
rored by the wooden spy who is following their every move. The recounting of the events to the King Ubu, who 
requires a full demonstration from the pepper pot spy, are the icing in the cake for this scene.

The joy and sophistication of this piece lies in the thorough embodiment and expression of so many different 
characters by Ducas and Monty who take on board the object’s features to create their portrayal. The adapta-
tion and imaginative recreation of characters and the satirical nature of the play that appeals to a contempo-
rary audience make the work more poignant, particularly as it is performed in several languages across several 
countries. Most of all, I laughed from beginning to end at the endearing teapots and animated, charismatic 
performers.

By Rebecca JS Nice
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CBC NEWS, June 3, 2017 - Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
This article is available on the web

This is not your kindergarten puppet show:
Puppet festival comes to Regina
Puppet enthusiasts bring international event to the city

Ubu on the Table has been performed around the world for the past 18 years. 

World-renowned puppeteers are gathering in Regina for the weekend as part of a «puppet pandemonium» 
hosted by local artists.

The International Puppet Underground Festival (IPUF) is a bi-annual event that encourages local artists to explore 
puppetry and invites filmmakers, performers, visual artists and puppeteers from around the world to gather and 
share their craft. 

Festival visits Regina for a 3rd time

IPUF artistic director Chrystene Ells said most of the festival’s events are being held at the Artesian, including the 
live puppet performances of Ubu on the Table, out of Montreal, and The Umbrella, out of Calgary.

«It’s a dream come true, really, for us to be able to get to the point where we can bring amazing artists, like Ubu 
and The Umbrella to Regina, to share with our local community,» said Ells. «This is something we’ve been wor-
king towards since we first started dreaming about IPUF back in 2011.

«This year’s our biggest and most exciting festival so far and we just hope they just keep getting bigger and big-
ger.»

With the festival, Ells said they aim to bring in the best talent they can find to inspire and intrigue local artists in 
puppetry.

While you may instantly think of sock puppets or The Muppets, contemporary puppetry is broad, ranging from 
marionettes to object manipulation.
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http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/saskatchewan/puppet-festival-regina-1.4145169
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The festival will include live-action puppet film screenings, the live performances, three free workshops (inclu-
ding one on puppet making) and a puppet slam cabaret.

Ells said the popularity of the event, coincides with the popularity of puppet art she said is «blossoming» around 
the world. 

Puppetry performers find international success

Puppeteer Olivier Ducas is one of the performers from Ubu on the Table, a show he created nearly two decades 
ago.

The show’s ‘characters’ are daily objects, rather than traditional puppets people may expect.

«We started doing a workshop that built into a show and it’s a show that has great fortune because we have 
been touring it all over the world for the last 18 years,» Ducas.

Mathieu Gosselin and Olivier Ducas of Ubu on the Table rehearsing for this weekend’s performances. (CBC News)

The show tours in French, English and Spanish, and, while it has been performed about 800 times, that didn’t 
Ducas stop him from bringing it to Saskatchewan.

Along with him, his costar Mathieu Gosselin is also enjoying his first time in the city, after taking the show to 
Germany, England, Brazil and Russia recently.

Ubu on the Table will have its last performance of the weekend on Saturday night at 7 p.m. The Cabaret will 
follow at 9:30.

On Sunday, two performance of The Umbrella will start at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. From 2 to 5 p.m., kids under 14 will 
be admitted into the festival and shows for free. 
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CBC NEWS, June 3, 2017 - Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
This article is available on the web

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/saskatchewan/puppet-festival-regina-1.4145169
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RECKLINGHAUSEN ZEITUNG, May 29th, 2017 -Recklinghausen, Germany
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02.02.2017 

Kultur | Theater & Tanz | Recklinghausen 
 
Brosamen und Spiele: Mut und Wahnwitz beim Fringe-Festival 

 
„König Ubu on the table“ | Foto: Ruhrfestspiele 
 
Beim Fringe-Festival sind selten Stücke die Stars. Oft sind sie unverständlich, die 
Darsteller kaum mal Fachkräften bekannt, die Aufführungsorte gerade Szenekennern ein 
Begriff. Die große Strahlkraft dagegen haben die Aufführungen selbst, und weil man hier 
als Publikum stets auch ein wenig Teil des Ganzen ist, fällt immer auch ein wenig Glitter 
auf die Zuschauer. 

Und das lässt sich belegen: Wen lockte schon an einem späten Maienabend die Geschichte 
eines polnischen Königsmörders ins Theater, unsinnigerweise auch noch auf englisch 
dargeboten. In einem Etablissement mit dem für ortsfremde Besucher geradezu piefig 
klingenden Namen „Ratskeller“ (23.-27.5.)? Doch wenn dann Alfred Jarry DaDa-Darreichung 
„König Ubu on the table“ ebendort aufgeführt wird, wenn Messer und Gabel, Brotlaibe und 
Pfefferstreuer das dramatische Personal verkörpern, dann war bei der Konzeption dieser 

COOLIBRI, February 2, 2017 - Recklinghausen, Germany
This article available on the web
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http://www.coolibri.de/redaktion/kultur/0517/recklinghausen-fringe-festival-programm.html
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Schnappsidee wahrscheinlich weniger Alkohol im Spiel als bei der Aufführung Spiellaune, 
Wahnsinn und Esprit. Und davon kriegt rund um die Bühne wahrscheinlich auch der Zuschauer 
noch etwas ab – in Form von Brosamen von der Bühne und Pilsbier vom Tresen. 

Das kanadische „Théâtre de la pire espèce“ mag eine Randerscheinung der Theaterszene sein, 
reichlich Off und ein Fransen am großen Teppich der Weltkultur – für das Fransen-, pardon, 
Fringe-Festival der Ruhrfestspiele ist es ein Volltreffer. Einer von vielen, wenn man das 
Programm betrachtet. Gerade noch bei Schnitzlers „Fräulein Else“ und „Brechts „... Frau Carrar“ 
(auf dem Schulbauernhof!) und E. A. Poes Gedichten (in Dameinbesetzung) ist auf den ersten 
Blick sowas wie ein Dramatiker auszumachen, bei der Mehrheit der Aufführungen im Fringezelt 
und anderswo standen schlicht Mut und Wahnwitz Pate. Dem sollte man als Publikum in nichts 
nachstehen! A.L. 
 
ruhrfestspiele.de 
	  

COOLIBRI, February 2, 2017 - Recklinghausen, Germany
This article available on the web
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EL SOL DE HIDALGO– February 28th, 2003 - Guanajuato, Mexico
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MASPORMAS– October 20th, 2010 - Guadalajara, Mexico
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THÉÂTRE DE LA PIRE ESPÈCE
7285, rue Chabot Montréal (Québec) H2E 2K7 CANADA

pire-espece.com  info@pire-espece.com

https://www.facebook.com/theatredelapireespece/
https://twitter.com/PireEspece
https://www.instagram.com/lapireespece/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PireEspece

